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Ellie the Elephant and Regina 

the Giraffe are best friends. 
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They have been friends for many 

years and spend much time together. 

They play together at every recess, 

they practice their maths together, 

they sit beside each other in school. 

They each love ugali and orange 

Fanta. They each love to read and 

each have an older sister named 

Mary. Some say they could be twins 

because they are so much alike!
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However, there is one big difference. 

Giraffe is always happy, 

and Elephant is not.
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Elephant carries a backpack in which 

she puts all of her unhappiness. When 

lhf^hg^�ankml�>e^iaZgm�l�_^^ebg`l%�la^�
remembers that, and gathers those 

hurt feelings into a pile. She then puts 

those hurt feelings into her backpack. 
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Elephant keeps all of her worries in

 the backpack, as well as all of her 

fears. She collects her stubbornness 

and even her bad temper. Deep, 

down at the bottom of the backpack 

Zk^�>e^iaZgm�l�c^Zehnlr%�ikb]^%�
Zg]�l^eÛlag^ll'�
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She carries this backpack 

everywhere she goes. It is 

very heavy, as you can imagine, 

because of years and years of 

collecting and of keeping and 

of remembering. 
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Sometimes, Elephant opens up 

her backpack to remind 

herself of what is inside, and that 

makes her even more unhappy. 

Sadness, disappointment and 

]bl\hnkZ`^f^gm�Ûee�a^k�[Z\diZ\d'
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Giraffe carries a backpack, as well, 

yet her backpack is very light. When 

she is faced with fear or has a worry, 

@bkZ__^�]h^lg�m�inm�ma^f�bg�a^k�[Z\d-

pack. Instead, she talks to God and 

God carries that worry for her. 
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@bkZ__^�]h^lg�m�d^^i�Z�[Z]�m^fi^k%�
instead, she talks to God. God takes it 

_hk�a^k'�Pa^g�@bkZ__^�bl�c^Zehnl�hk�
l^eÛla�hk�aZl�[Z]�mahn`aml%�@bkZ__^�mZedl�
to God, and God carries them all for her. 

God has promised Giraffe that He will 

carry them all for Giraffe, all Giraffe has 

to do is ask. So, the only thing Giraffe 

needs to carry in her backpack is 

happiness, and happiness is very light. 
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That was the difference between 

Elephant and Giraffe. But now, 

Elephant has learned that when Jesus 

is the center of your heart, no words 

\Zg�]^l\kb[^�ahp�chr_ne�bm�bl'
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Jesus is the answer to sadness 

and disappointment and 

discouragement. He can take chaos 

and depression from our lives and 

k^ieZ\^�ma^f�pbma�ahi^�Zg]�chr'�
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If we are guided by God, through 

_Zbma�bg�C^lnl%�hnk�chr�pbee�[^�
ho^kÜhpbg`�_khf�hnk�a^Zkml'�
Why? Because we know that 

He loves us, nothing can separate 

us from that love of God 

and we know that we are not alone.  
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